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SUMMARY OF NASA WAKE-VORTEX MINIMIZATION RESEARCH

R. Earl Dunham, Jr.

NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY ._.

This paper is a review of the NASA effort in the area of wake-vortex

minimization and summarizes the results presented at the NASA Symposium on

Wake Vortex Minimization, February 25 and 26, 1976, Washington, DC. Some
additional results obtained since the symposium are also included. Theoret-

ical and experimental techniques for assessing the effectiveness of various

wake-vortex mini zation techniques are described. Three methods of reducing
the effect of aircraft trailing vortices and a preliminary assessment of the

operational suitability of employing wake-vortex minimization techniques are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft trailing vortlc_s are one of the principal factors affecting
aircraft acceptance and departure rates at airports. Minimizaticn of the

hazard posed by the vortex would allow reduction of the present spacing
requirements. Such reductions would allow full utilization of advances in

automatically aided landing systems (ref. i) while maintaining or improving

safety within the terminal area. For several years NASA has been conducting
an intenslve In-house and contractural research effort involving theoretical

and experimental studies of various wake-vortex minimization techniques.

This work was done in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration's

investigation of various sensing devices for detecting the presence of vor-
tices within the terminal area.

This paper is a brief review of NASA's effort in the area of wake-vortex

minimization and summarizes the results presented at an NASA symposium on

wake-vortex minimization (ref. 2). Additionally, some results, obtained

since the symposium, of the application of one wake-vortex minimization

technique to DC-10 and L-1011 aircraft are presented.

SYMBOLS

b/2 aircraf= semlspan, m

CL llft coefficient

aircraft average wing chord, m

d separation distance between vortices, m
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t time

U,_ free-stream velocity, m/s,c

X,Y,Z ortbogona] coordinate axis systt,m wlth ,_rlgln at: win_ center

I' vortex circulation, m2/sec

Subscripts:

1 vortex one _"

2 vortex two

THEORETICAL STUDIES

.. Inviscid Analysis

A theoretical method used to describe the rolled-up vortex system of a

lifting surface is the technique of Betz (ref. 3) which was recently reassessed

and described in reference 4. The theory, based on the conservation equation for

inviscid two-dimensional vortices, relates the circu]atlon in the fully rolled-

up vortex to the span loading on the lift[ng wing. Because of the simplicity

of the method, the details of the rollup process ;_re not described; however,

the technique has been shown to be useful in predicting gross vortex character-

istics behind lifting surfaces (ref. 5) and oftep has bet_n found to be more

accurate than more complex methods.

The rollup process of the vortex sheet from a ]iftlng surface has been

determined by calculations of the two-dimensional tlme-dependent motion of

point vortices. This type of ro]]up calculation for an elliptically loaded

wing is illustrated in figure I. Point vortex comput_,rized-rollu p calculations

are subject to unrealistic numerical Instab_]ities b_,t'ause of the slngu]ar point

at a radius of zero from the point vortex. Refereuce 6 discusses techniques for

minimizing these errors and describes a technique for monitoring the numerical

stability of these calculations. :ks shown In figure. I, the application of the

principles described in reference 6 provide:_ an accurate w_Int-vortex calculation

description of the rol]up of an el]Iptical]y loaded wing.

The Betz modeling and the two-dimenslon_] tim_,-dependent polnt-vortex calcu-

lation techniques have been used to study a w_rletv of span-load distributions

for wake-vortex minim_zatlon. Ana]ysJ_ ha._ i_,licc_t_,dthat span-load alterations,

" in order to produce large vortex _ore sizes w_th rcl,_tt,d reductions _n circum-

ferential velocities, are limited in th,, at hievd_]o amount of vort_.x minimiza-

tion. (See refs. 4 and 6.)

The two-dimenslona] t lme-dep_,ud_.nt _:a.lt'ul,tl ic-,ns have sho_.m the possibility

of achieving wake-vorter" tninimlz_t i_ua tllr_uF}, t.l_c pr<,ductitul of :_ chaotic wake

structurt, to enhance tht, d_ssil_;_tiotl ,,f ._h_.,l vortlcit':, lt_ f_gure 2, the numer-

ical calculations f._r a stepped _)r :_:_wtootl, :;l,:u_-toad distribution are shown to

have chaotic wake rollup, blodel tcst-,_" (rt-,f. 7) ,,1 a wit,g having a sawtooth span
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_:_ loading showed that the ,died vortlct, s did undergo the large-scale excursions
.f,.

:: shown in figure 2; however, seve.r_tl spans downstream, when vortex linking was
-)' completed, a vortex pair sttll remafmM Tile model results Indicate that tile

:': interaction of multiple vortex pairs in a wake brings about large disturbances
: to the vortex sheet, it ts necessary to include viscous effects tn the theoret-

; ical calculations to understand tilesignlficance of this process.

]i[ Vtseous Studies

_i,; Under an NASA contract, a computer program has been developed to solve the -'"
-i. vortex equations of fluid motion including convection and turbulent diffusion.

:,: The computer code uses a second-order closure for the velocity correlation and
,".: an invariant turbulent model. Details of the turbulent model and the second-

"-' order closure technique mav be found in references 4, 8, and 9. The computer

'_' code was used to calculate the merging of two equal-strength llke-sign vortices.

_< Figure 3 indicates the pressure-intensity field during the merging process of

=;" two equal-strength like-slgn vortices where minimums in pressure are designateds.
_ by the darkened regions During the merging process, considerable turbulent

kinetic energy is generated and is plotted in figure 4 for the merging of two_ _J
",' equal-strength like-sign vortices The process of turbulence generation during;i_ •

-_g vortex merging is significant becaust' it will aid the dissipation process of the

"_'> merged vortex. The merging of the vortices il]ustrated in figures 3 and 4 is
=_ representative of the meratng which normally takes place between the wing-tlp

"_: and outboard flap vortex ,.,f an aircraft in tile landing configuration• The
::'_ results of the viscous vortex analysis have shown that by altering the span-load

_" distribution of a large transport aircraft so that the wing-tip and flap vortices
_' are of nearly equal stren_.ths will, the flap vortex at the 40-percent semi.;pan
2_ station, the turbulence pl'C_ducedduring the ,nerging process is maximized Such

_.; a configuration leads to an enh';nced diffu._ion of the trailed vortielty. Experi-
_, mental results of this coniiguration are discussed later•

¢'; EXI_EII1MI:N'fAI. STt'r_IF.S

_ ,_:.
_.. Experimental studies have been conducted to evaluate various wake-vortex
_' minimization techniques. Primarily, the \,,_rtex minimization techniques were

_<: evaluated for the vortvx-generating aircraft in tile landing configuration,

-_:_'ii Vortex effects on a trail ink _,irtratt for an in-trail type penetration (that is,
e. one aircraft behind another) are used t_ itlfer the vortc-x hazard in the terminal

-'_14 area, since this type of enc_,unter is most I ikely to occur during landin_
_°_, approaches. E×pertmental studies cml._isted of both flight tests and modt,1 tvsts

°"_" of vortex minimization teclmique:_.
..... (,

:I,

"_i ,"hu!t' t lt'st:;
o a

_:; Model tests have b_,t'n ,,,nthivtt,,l ut i li::ing the test procedure illustrated
N_: in figure 5, l:.r m_,.,;t of tl.., t_,.,;l._,, i_ F,-147 aircraft model was u_ed as a \'_,rtex

_22' generator, since it t:; rel, l't'st'tll:t_ i'..',' t'l current wide-bodv let transport'-;. .'u;
:_ will be discttsst, d lg,tt, r, :l l i,:;itcd ll_ll111)t'l",_1" tests were conducted 1_',, rising 1_(:-I1/

_a" and L-lOll vortex-t;t,m'r, tt itw airt r,+t t 'lht, t,t f,_,ct ivcnt, ss of w_riou._ vortex
_.'

Yi."
'a_,4
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minimization techniques was determined by measuring the vortex-induced rolling
moment on a smaller wing model positioned downstream of the vortex-generating
aircraft. This technique has been used in wind tunnels and towing facilities
in which both the vortex generator and the trailing wing are translated through
a fluid medium. Facilities which have been used to obtain a rolling-moment
assessment of vortex minimization concepts are the Ame_ 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel, the Langley V/STOL wind tunnel and vortex flow facility, and, under
contract, a water towing tank at llydronautics, Inc. Details concerning these

facilities and the test tectmique can be found in reference 10. Additionally,
laser-Doppler velocfmeters (ref. 11) and hot-wire anemometers have been used

during some tests to measure vortex velocity components. Flow-vlsuallzatlon ,.

studies in several facilities have proven to be a useful qualitative indication
of the vortex.

Flight Tests

Flight tests have been conducted at the Dryden Flight Research Center using

NASA's B-747 aircraft as a vortex generator while using a T-37B and the Ames

Research Center LearJet as vortex probe or trailing aircraft. Also, the Wallops
Flight Center C-54 aircraft and Langley's PA-28 aircraft have been used to

evaluate one wake-vortex minimization technique. The test technique has involved

the determination of the vortex-induced rolling moment from the measurements

obtained d "ing the probe aircraft while making in-trall vortex penetrations.
A discussion of the flight-test procedures and examples of the data obtained

are provided in references 12 and 13. In addition to rolling moments, some

measurements of the vortex velocity distributions have been obtained by hot-wlre
probes on the LearJet (ref. 12)•

Flight-test measurements of the vortex-lnduced rolling moment have been

found to correlate qualitatively with results obtained in the model-test facil-

ities. Techniques which have been identified by model tests to minimize the

vortex upset on a trailing model have been shown to provide similar reductions

in flight tests. The results do not correlate directly in magnitude because of
differences in the level and scale of ambient turbulence and Reynold's number

between model tests and flight tests.

WAKE-VORTEX MINIHIZATION TECHNIQUES

During the course of NASA's experimental program, numerous wake-vortex

minimization concepts or ideas were investigated. Several concepts or methods

were found to provide some alteration in the detailed vortex structure without
significantly reducing the rolling moment on a trailing aircraft wing model.

These unsuccessful concepts are discussed in reference 14. For the purpose of
the following discussion, the concepts which have been found to meet the primary
program objective ot a significant reduction in the vortex-induced rolling
moment on a trailing aircraft have been divided into three categories. The first
is the USe of turbulence generation or injt.ction to rapidly diffuse the vortlcity.
The second is the use of vortex interaction which has been identified in the

preceding theoretical section. The third area for discussion is to combine the
efft,cts _t vortex intL.raction and turbulence inje,'*ion.
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::'. Turbulence
i:

Figure 6 illustrates a turbulence device as it was installed on a C-54
aircraft for a flight-test evaluation. The dt,v|ee generates considerable turbu-

lence without affecting the wing-lift charactertstic._;. Details concerning the
development of this device can be found in reference 15. 'rile turbulence device

: was found to rapidly diffuse and dissipate tile vortex system from the C-54 air-

craft. A fllght-test evaluation using a PA-28 aircraft to probe the C-54 vortex

system indicated that significant reducti.ns _n the vortex-induced rolling

_ moment were obtained when the turbulence device was installed on the C-54 air- ....
craft. (See fig. 7.) Model tests on a B-741 of a ._[milar turbulence device

have shown that by proper spanwlse placement of ti:c device, the vortex-lnduced

,: rolling moment on a following aircraft can be re:luted considerably. However,

_:': as would be expected, the operational pcnnities assc,c iated with the drag of such

% a device are significant.

•- i:,

i ._, The turbulence within a jet engine exhaust has been shown to provide some
dissipation of the aircraft's trailing vortices. }lowever, as shown in refer-

ence 16, the levels of thrust required to achieve a significant reduction in

-;,. .the vortex-lnduced rolling moment on a following a_rcraft are large. As Ind!-

cared in reference 16, the thrust for significant vortex dissipatJon during the
i:_

_,:: landing approach of a B-747 would require full power on the outboard engines

+. and some reverse thrust on the inboard engines for flight-path control.

'_ Vortex Interaction
%

,_i_;',, Theoretical studies have indicated that t,n-Sulence is produced during the

i_.:? merging process of a wing-tip and flap w_rtex. Additional analyses have shown

i: that the interaction phenomena produce a maximum amount of turbulence dissipa-

i:°*i tion when the wing-tip and flap vortices are ol nearly equal sLrength and the flap
i++

_!, vortox originates at the 40-percent scmispan st._ti m. This concept was imple-
_. mented on a B-747 aircraft by deploying on]'," tlw inboard flap segment during_._
_: landing approach to achieve the desired location of the flap vortex. Details

%: concerning the development of this concept at. given in reference 17i_,i

!=J Figure 8 illustrates the differences in the ch,lraoter of the vortex inter-

:-¢'_ action and merging for a B-747 aircraft In a m,rm.l landing configuration with

_; all the flaps deployed and in a wake-w)rtex minim!z:ltion conflguratlon with

12_ only the inboard flaps deployed, blodel-test arm fl igl,t-test results of this

°_ concept indicate reductions of approximately 50 percc._t on the vortex-induced

,._. rolling moment on a trailing aircraft.

As indicated in reference 17, the [mplement,Lti,m of this concept on a B-747

} ': aircraft, in the manner described, imposed severe penalties on the pitching-

.:_, moment characteristics and maximum llft-cocftic_ent capability of the alrcraft

°_ during landing approach. Addltionallv, thv dvplovment of the landing ;ear

+ _; adversely affected the vortex merging phenomena, whi('h could only be reestab-

:_: lished by using a large vortex generator Just a! t ,,f the win_ and on either

¢i side of the fuselage. (See ref. 17.)
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Combined Effects

The deployment of certain flight-spoiler combinations alters the span-load
characteristics, sheds significant turbulence, and can be used to combine the

effects of vortex merging and turbulence injection. References 18 and 19 cover

the development and implementation of the spoiler concept for wake-vortex
minimization. As shown in references 18 and 19, the maximum reduction in

trailing-wing rolling moment behind a B-747 aircraft is achieved by deploying
the two outboard spoilers (numbered I and 2 in fig. 9) during landing approach,

Model-test results using this spoiler configuration indicate significant reduc-

tions in the vortex-induced rolling moment on a LearJet-size aircraft behind a --

B-747 (fig. I0). The results of reference 18 show that symmetric deployment

of the two outboard spoiler panels on a B-747 aircraft increases the landing

configuration drag about 20 percent while reducing the maximum llft-coefflclent

capability about 5 percent. Additionally, it was found during flight tests

that the spoiler concept produced significant aerodynamic buffet which seriously
detracts from the ride quality and may have structural implications with regard

to the flap and flap-bracket fatigue llfe.

Model-test results of applying the spoiler concept to DC-IO and L-I011 alr-
craft for vortex minimization are shown in figure II. The data show that the

deployment of the proper spoiler combination on these aircraft provides a slgnlfi-
cant reduction in the vortex-lnduced rolling moment for a LearJet-size aircraft.

The spoilers to be used on the DC-IO and L-I011 aircraft are the two most inboard

flight spoilers (comparable to spoilers 3 and 4 in fig. 9). The results of the
DC-10 and L-lOll aircraft have shown that the vortex-mlnlmlzatlon techniques

developed during B-747 aircraft tests are applicable to other vortex-generatlng
aircraft. The implementation of any concept must include consideration of the

differences in span loading, engine, and spoiler placement along with other

configuration differences.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

A preliminary analysis of the operational considerations of impleme_tlng
the turbulence concept by use of drag devices or engine thrust, the vortex-

interaction concept by extension of only the inboard flap, and the combination

of these concepts by deployment of the flight spoilers for wake-vortex minimiza-
tion on a B-747 aircraft has been performed under contract. All the concepts

have certain performance penalties which would preclude their use during take=

off operations; consequently, they were only considered to be used during the

approach and landing.

• The analysis indicated that any form of turbulence injection through the

use of high thrust settings on selected engines with partial reverse thrust
on the other engines was operationally unsultable. Considerable hardwazewould

be required to implement a retractable turbulence device similar to that shown
in figure 6 on a B-747 aircraft. The analysis indicated that such a device
could not meet the approach-climL requirements (one engine out), but could be

used during landlng. Addltionally, some penalties were incurred during the

cruise configuration because of the hardware employed to stow the drag devices.
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Because of cost and the performan,:,., i,-n;ll( I,,:_ ,J:,_,,,t'i,'4t,,d with their use, the
turbulence concepts would prohahl y be ,'_,n,_ [do r,.,l ,tlt:,,,i t ;tl,i,, f or operational use,

The implementation of the vortt_:-illtt, ravt[ol! {'¢}|lclq_t by deployment of only
the inboard flap considerably redue_,d rh,, :;t.tic m:_rpln and restricted the
center-of-gravity range severely. 'i'hi:: tt','h,tiq.t' wa._ considered unsuitable for
operational use.

The use of the spoiler concept w,_:_ fomld t,_ I,_ ,,por.tlonally the most

promising concept analyzed. The spoi lor c.m.,,pt app,..tr:; to meet most certifi-
cation requirements, with the possible vxPepti,m ot tht, ;tpl)roach-climb require-
ment. An assessment of the structur.l po_._lt i,_:..:;_oc Iat,zd with the flight

spoiler-induced buffet or possible :_ol_tt i,,a_ to; thi_ problem have not been
conducted. As is seen in figure lO. ti,o vortez-induced felting moment on a
trailing aircraft can be significantly r_du,'t.d b.: re;ins,, the flight spoiler but
not totally eliminated. Such reductions are charavt_.rtstic of all the vortex-
minimization concepts evaluated. A_ indicated ill r..gor,mce 13. vortex-
minimization concepts, such as the il ight :p<,l l,_l ._. _'an rL_duce the distance
at which a probe aircraft can controlldblv fly b_-hind a B-747 aircraft. An

analysis has not been conducteA to determinL_ _._l,c,tt,_.r the: economic gains of a
reduction in separation criteria are oft:_ot l,_. tim _.,.u,omic. pc-nalties associated
with implementing wake-vortex minimization techniqut.:.. :;uch as would be incurred

vlth structural changes, to withstand ,_r roduct. ,my flight spoiler-lnduced
buffet.

CONCI.I.;I_1l;t; F l:_Vd',Fy

Considerable advances have been mad_ in the,:irt_,iof theoretical analysis

of wake-vortex minimization techniqut_s, l:Xl)_,rir_c.ntalmodt.l-test and flight-

test procedures have been developed for eva lt_atii_;various wake-vortex minimiza-

tion techniques and the model te.;t8 a_d flight t_._;t,_have been shown to quali-

tatively agree. Tests have indicated that tu_'bult.m'vin]_ctlon and vortex
interaction brought about by a .quitabR. :;l_an-lo._daltt.ration can considerably

reduce the traillng-vortex intensity. 'lh_.u;-;t,of tlm exi._ting flight spoilers

on a wide-body airplane utilizes b_tl} the tml,ul.:_,'__ injoction and the vortex-

interaction technique to bring about wa_.e-'.,,,rt,:..,_ini_i::.tlon. A cursory

analysis of the operat lonal feasib !Iit'_'o| t:v.pl,,':ia_._#._l,:t.-vortcxminimization
techniques has been conducted. All tht, v,,r_,x ._iP, i_irat ion techniques Incur
severe performance penalties which would prP¢'lml, lt,tir u:., during take-off.
The flight-spoiler concept was co.sidt, rod tht :!B,._t t_,.,, ibl_ candidate; however,
a solution to the spotler-_nduced bull_,t wa!-; .,,t ,.,._1 :::,.d. hddition:_lly, the
economic penalties associated with i._[,1,q.,,.t i.,,. an,' _.:,ke--v.rt_x minimization

• concept must be balanced by any _c.,,,,.r,_i, _.,in i_ r,.,lt_ _.d ._.parations.
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Figure I.- Results of point-vortex calculations of the vortex-sheet
rollup from an elliptically loaded wing. (Data from tel. 6.)

Figure 2.- Results of point-vortex calculations of the vortex-sheet

rollup from a sawtooth-load distribution. (Data from ref. 6.)
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• k Figure 4.- Turbulent kinetic energy intensity plots for the mer_:lng of

i two equal-strength like-sign vortices. (From ref. 8.)
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Figure 5.- Illustration of model-test procedure.

Figure 6.- Turbulence device installed on C-54 airplane for flight tests.
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Figure 9.- Location of flight spoilers on a B-747 aircraft.
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Figure i0.- Model-test results of the effect of using the flight
spoilers on 3-747 for vortex minimization.
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Figure ii.- Model-test results of using flight spoilers for
, wake-vortex minimization on DC-IO and L-lOll airplanes.
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